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Find out which classes have the highest DPS for PvE and Raider Capture in BfA Patch 8.2 Introduction We bring you a single target DPS Rating of all damage deal specs available in World of Warcraft Battle for Azeroth. The list is based on simulations and may be different from what you see in Raid and Dungeons game meetings. To
simulate the optimal unified purpose of DPS for each specialty, we selected the best talent builds as well as the best available equipment, and optimal raid lineups. To add a little more confidence to the results, we decided to include some raid mechanics that lower overall output damage to our calculations (so, again, this list will be
different from the maximum DPS list). Please remember that this list resembles raw numbers, and is based only on calculations, so it doesn't show which class is best for current Raid content, but visualizes how high the output of raw materials from certain classes is. We decided to show DPS in the form of percentages where the highest
DPS serves as a benchmark and equals 100% (in our case it is The Improvement Shaman, who tops the charts with more than 30,000 damage per minute), so the differences between each specification are better visible and can be matched easier. Odealo is a safe trading platform for MMO gamers. It is a gamer-driven market for WoW
Gold, Elements, and Power Leveling services. The list of DPS 1 specifications. Improving Shaman (100% ; -0.00%) Best DPS - Lava Lash 36.4%, Stormstrike (MH-OH) 26.5%, Automatic Attack (MH-OH) 13.6% Description - Improving Shamans focus on solving individual targets. They have a very high level of damage, but do not have
the tools of survivability. They also provide some good utility for the raid, but nothing really exceptional or unique. Odealo Pocket Guide - Improving Shaman PvE DPS 2. Survival Hunter (97.92% ; -2.08%) The best DPS promotes abilities - Mongoose Bite 52.2%, Automatic Attack 22.8%, Snake Sting 14.1% Description - Unlike the other
two Hunter specifications, melee survival. It has many crowd control abilities triggering mobility, and a very high explosion of AoE damage as well as the top tier of one-goal DPS. Pocket Guide Odealo - Survival Hunter PvE DPS build 3. Elementary shaman (97.16%; -2.84%) The best DPS promotes abilities - Lightning Bolt 33.1%, Earth
Shock 19.7%, Lightning Bolt (Overload) 13% Description - Elementary shamans are very versatile charmers who can adapt to each raid scenario through their abilities and optimization talents. They also have one of the highest exploding damage potentials in the Battle of Azeroth. Elemental Spec is much more viable now, in patch 8.2.0
than it was on the BfA release. Odealo Pocket Guide - Shaman PvE DPS build 4. Druid Balance (94.01% ; -5.99%) Best DPS Abilities - Starsurge 31.7%, MoonStroke 15.2%, Striped Stars 12.2% Description - Druid Druid Balance A very mobile charmer, with a good single purpose sustainable DPS, and great AoE potential. However, their
explosion of damage is a bit lackluster, and the rotation is quite a challenge. Odealo Pocket Guide - Balance Druid PvE DPS 5. Feral Druid (92.41% ; -7.59%) The best DPS promotes abilities - Ferocious Bite 24.5%, Maim 20.1%, Automatic Attack 13.3% Description - Feral Druids are wild melee fighters who apply powerful bleeding
effects for their purposes. Their single DPS goal is great and they can keep up with other classes when it comes to AoE if they apply bleeding to multiple enemies. Odealo Pocket Guide - Feral Druid DPS build for PvE/Reids 6. Demonology sorcerer (92.35% ; -7.65%) The best DPS promotes abilities - Demonbolt 24.4%, Shadow Bolt
21.2%, Bilescourge Bombers 20% Description - Demonology Sorcerers are universal range damage dealers. They can overcome different situations thanks to their universal Tree of Talents. The lack of a good single target explosion damage is the largest Demo Lock limiting factor. 7. Shooting Hunter (90.95% ; -9.05%) Best DPS
Promotes Ability - Directed Shot 41.8%, Arcane Shot 20.3%, Fast Fire 13.4% Description - MM is the least mobile Hunter spec, but it doesn't have to rely on Pet AI when it comes to performing damage. Marksmanship Hunters have great potential to blast the damage, especially when it comes to AoE, and their rotation is very simple.
Odealo Pocket Guide - Marksmanship Hunter PvE DPS Guide 8. Arkane Mag (90.25% ; -9.75%) The best DPS contributes ability - Arcane Blast 74.3%, Arcane Rockets 13.7%, Arcane Barrage 5.3% Description - Arcane Mages is a very mobile charmer. They cause tremendous damage to AoE and Cleave, and their explosion of damage
is at the high end as well. Arcans are often selected to perform meeting-related tasks because of their exceptional mobility. Pocket guide Odealo - Arcane Mage PvE DPS to build 9. Wildoker Monk (89.56%; -10.44%) The best DPS promotes abilities - Fists of Fury 28.5%, Rising Sun Kick 14.5%, Blackout Kick 11% Description -
Windwalker Melee Monks, which bring a lot of utility to the group. They provide a good AoE and prioritize damage to the target. They are also one of the best specialties when it comes to dungeons. Odealo Pocket Guide - Windwalker Monk DPS build 10. Rogue Subtlety (89.32% ; -10.68%) The best DPS promotes abilities - Eviscerate
38.9%, Shadowstrike 19.9%, Automatic Attack (MH)OH) 15.5% Description - ThinNess Rogues are powerful single-target damage dealers with some AoE potential. Their talent tree provides a lot of versatility, Sub Rogues can adapt to many scenarios. They're also very tough, their strong defensive abilities. 11. Frost Magician (89.02% ; -
10.98%) The best DPS promotes abilities - Ice Spike 36.8%, Ice Lance 16.2%, Frostbolt 12.3% Description - Frost Mages excel in countering crowds and tearing down high priority goals. They're Them also very well raid-specific tasks, because of their exceptional mobility. When it comes to DPS, they are a little behind, but they are still a
viable addition to Mythic groups, thanks to the kiting/trap abilities that they provide. Pocket guide Odealo - Frost Mage PvE DPS build 12. Injured sorcerer (88.73% ; -11.27%) Best DPS Promotes Ability - Shadow Bolt 21.5%, Corruption 15.7%, Siphon Life 14% Description - Affliction Warlock rely on damage over time spells for one, and
Multi-Target Exit Damage. This allows them to inflict a large amount of damage on enemies that are scattered, and cannot be nuked by the usual AoE spells. They also provide great utility for the raid. Due to these factors, Affliction Warlocks are a great addition for mythical groups. Odealo Pocket Guide - Joining the Sorcerer PvE Build 13.
Fire Magician (88.09% ; -11.91%) Best DPS Promotes Ability - Pyroblast 48.8%, Ignite 19.7%, Fire Blast 11% Description - Fire Mages are spells with good blast damage potential, high level of damage, and respectable fission. Due to their high mobility, they remain effective even in the most mobile encounters. Odealo Pocket Guide - Fire
Mage PvE DPS build 14. Destruction of the Sorcerer (88.01% ; -11.99%) Best DPS promotes ability - Chaos Bolt 39.6%, Burning 22.3%, Immolate 12.9% Description - Destroying sorcerers are a universal range of damage dealers, succeed in dealing with the fissile damage of grouped enemies. Destro Locks also provide a high one
targeted explosion of damage and a large utility raid. Despite the slightly mediocre overall result of the damage the Block destruction still remains a solid performer when it comes to mythical progression. Pocket Guide Odealo - Destroying Warlock PvE DPS build 15. Demon Hunter (87.28%; -12.72%) Best DPS Promotes Ability - Chaos
Strike 24.5%, Automatic Attack (MH)OH) 17.6%, Blade Dance 10.8% Description - Havoc Demon Hunters are versatile dealers damaging hand-to-hand combat with very high single-goal explosion damage potential. Their cooling provide Havoc DH with great flexibility when it comes to moving. They are largely cooling up, however.
Odealo Pocket Guide - Havoc Demon Hunter PvE DPS 16. Shadow priest (87.00% ; -13.00%) The best DPS promotes abilities - Mind Flay 26.8%, Void Bolt 20.4%, Blast Mind 14.1% Description - Shadow Priests damage on time-oriented spells. They excel in multi-purpose damage, but their single-purpose DPS is a little lackluster. They
are quite tough, thanks to the ability to self-educate. Shadow is known for having very punishing specifications for inexperienced players. Pocket Odealo - Shadow Priest PvE to build 17. Murder Rogue (85.01% ; -14.99%) The best DPS contributes capability - Envenom 13.8%, Automatic Attack (MH)OH) 19.2%, Deadly Poison (Total)
16.2% Description - Killing Rogues focus on solving sustained single-purpose damage. They limited when it comes to Bang and AoE, but has great stamina, thanks to their defensive cooling. Odealo Pocket Guide - Killing Rogue PvE DPS 18. Outlaw Rogue (85.01% ; -14.99%) Best DPS Promotes Ability - Pistol Shot 20.5%, Evil Strike
16.5%, Sending 13.8% Description - Outlaw Rogues provide high AoE and split damage to all Rogue specializations, and very versatile damage to dealers in general. However, their only damage from the target is lacklustre. 19. Fury Warrior (84.94% ; -15.06%) Best DPS promotes ability - Automatic Attack (MH)OH) 27.5%, Bloodthirsty
21.3%, Reckless Flurry 19.9% Description - Furry Warriors deal high AoE Damage without compromising any of their single-target DPS. They also have good AoE and single-purpose blast damage, thanks to strong cooling. The Furry Warriors provide a rare raid defensive cooling and have a powerful self-healing ability. Pocket Guide
Odealo - Fury Warrior PvE DPS build 20. Retribution Paladin (83.49% ; -16.51%) Best DPS Promotes Ability - Verdict Templars 39.1%, Automatic Attack 12.6%, Blade Equity 10.4% Description - Retribution Paladins provide a good single-purpose and AoE damage group, but their mobility is a little lackluster and DPS is cool-dependent.
They are very resilient, thanks to the variety of self-phenafs and strong defensive cooling, but do not provide any raid-wide class of amateurs. Dressed Tricky Guide - The Revenant Paladin PvE build 21. Unholy Death Knight (83.26% ; -16.74%) Best DPS Promotes Ability - Automatic Attack 25.9%, Death coil 12.8%, Virulent Plague 11%
Description - The Wicked Death Knights provide a fairly strong explosion of AoE damage, but their one-goal DPS is below average. They bring some good utilities to the table, but a serious lack of speed holds them back a lot. 22. Beast Hunter (81.29%; -18.71%) The best DPS promotes abilities - Auto Shot 35.3%, Cobra Shot 25.2%,
Killer Crows 19.6% Description - BM Hunters are the most mobile of all range DPS specs in BfA, and they have the ability to perform their entire rotation while on the go. This makes them excellent for dealing with certain raid and dungeon mechanics. Their overall damage is the yield of mediocre, which is the price for this almost god-like
mobility. Pocket guide Odealo - BM Hunter PvE build 23. Death Knight of Frost (80.29% ; -19.71%) Best DPS Promotes Ability - Obliterate (MH)OH) 19.23%, Automatic Attack (OH-MH) 18.7%, Breath sindragosa 18.4% Description - Frost DK is one of the easiest melee specifications to learn, and it provides some respectable single-
purpose and AoE DPS. Its performance is very similar to a wicked specialization. Odealo's Crafty Guide - Frost DK DPS 24. Gun Warrior (78.57%; -21.43%) DPS'S Best NEWS - Deep Wounds 17.1%, Automatic Attack 15.1%, Slam 14.9% Description - Weapon Warriors rely on their powerful cooling when it comes to Damage. They are
good at demolishing a few enemies, but their rotation is slow, and some global cooling is usually wasted. Odealo supports a player-player trade for WoW Gold and items. With multiple sellers competing for your attention, you should expect better prices, quick shipping and high quality service. END NOTE This is an early version of our
guide and we plan to update on it, so please leave your suggestions in the comments section below. Please remember that this level list is based on raw DPS modeling, and the actual performance of each specification can vary greatly in different encounters and situations. Things like utility, raid buffs, survivability, and mobility have not
been taken into account, meaning that the specs above in this list are better at doing damage, but they are not necessarily better than the whole ones than the ones below them. The photos used in this article are the intellectual property of Blizzard Entertainment Inc. Entertainment Inc.
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